January 2016

SAVE THE DATE - 6TH FEBRUARY - IT’S OUR BIRTHDAY
We will be having a BBQ Lunch - $3.00 per person (non vegetarians)
Please put your name down at the front desk if you are attending.
A-K bring a Salad **** L-Z bring Desert
This will be followed by and afternoon of Trivia with Sue Ericksson, Fun and Games
Rock up around 11.00 am

NEW MEMBERS
The Club Continues to grow with more new Members. Say hello and introduce
yourself and make our new Members welcome. Hello: Liliana Cisneros, Joseph Del
Aguila, Deborah Noble, Roberto Piambo, Luke Bamkin, Chrissy Bamkin, Brendan
Bazzo, Nathan Boyd, Elijah Boyd
BAGS FOR SALE - Great gifts
Wilma is continuing to make her quilted bags for sale. They are priced at $25 dollars and the proceeds will go to
the building fund as a donation. Samples in the Hexagonal cupboard.

THE SUBURBAN CRIME PREVENTION GRANT
We applied for this grant through the Brisbane City Council in 2015 and it has been approved.
Work will commence on the security and external lighting in the near future
CLUB T-SHIRTS
As the Club T-shirts are not selling, discussion took place at the January Meeting as to how we can move this large amount
of shirts on.
It was decided all Junior Members joining and at the club will be given a shirt FREE.
All volunteers putting in over 2 hours at the gem show be given one FREE thus enabling the public to easily identify
Club Members.
The price was lowered to $5 per shirt for Members who wish to purchase them. Hoping to encourage members to use
them on fossicking trips for identification purposes.
“This facility has been sponsored by the Queensland Office of Arts and Cultural Development “

Presidents Report January/February 2016
Hi

Management Committee
President:

Returning to the Club after the Christmas break Members will see some marked changes to Jim Horton
0418 885 180
many areas of the clubhouse.

mglspresident@gmail.com

Thanks go to David, Fabian and Katherine who helped me reorganize the storeroom items
into the lockers prior to Christmas break enabling the upgrade of the storeroom to
Vice President:
commence and move towards being the new Saw-room.
David Buhmann
Over the Christmas Break the floors were water blasted and scrubbed before being sealed.
Tina, Sue and David helped with this process. The walls have painted, thanks to Trevor and Treasurer:
Tina Horton
David and the stainless steel splash backs and drip trays for the saws are on order.
0432 288 670

To meet our Gambling Grant commitments we have to have completed the renovation and mglstreasurer@gmail.com
extension of the Faceting/library room before the end of May/June 2016, so there is still a
lot of work to be done yet.
Secretary:
Basic preparation is progressing slowly in the Cab-room in anticipation that we will receive Louise Fieldhouse
0414 960 069
the Federal Grant from Ross Vasta.

mglssecretary@gmail.com

If we are lucky enough to get this grant, it will enable the replacement of the motors and
restoration of the benches and repainting.
Chief Instructor:
Brad Thomson

David and Fabian have assisted me to replace all the internal drainage from the Cab-room
0407 576 094
work areas to the industrial waste pit. a. A flush system has been installed to flush the mglschiefinstructor
drainage pipes at the end of each session to prevent further blockages. This flush only @gmail.com
needs to be approximately 20 seconds; otherwise the taps remain turned off.
A valve has been installed at the tank to enable the tank water to be turned off if there is a Assistant Chief Instructor
Max Walsh 0403 349 071
problem with the pump and the lines.
All Members will be pleased to note that there is no longer a need to get down to the floor Publicity Officer
to turn the tank water on, there is a tap at a more comfortable height.
Linda Fountain
The toilet blocks have been refurbished, the toilets replaced and the rooms repainted to mglspublicity@gmail.com
continue to progress towards the completion of the BCC audit process. The thanks for this
go to Fabian, for the hardware and Trevor and David for the painting.
All in all we have had a busy couple of weeks getting you back to work on the 11th January.

Committee Officers

Jim

Assistant Treasurer:
Andrea Horton

CLARIFICATION OF MEMBERSHIP

Assistant Secretary:

Family membership is: 2 adults and 2 children regardless of gender, marital status Trevor Lewis
or name. All four names have to be registered on the Membership form along with
all other relevant information.
Maintenance:

1 Jim Horton
2 David Buhmann
Two can be included in the package. A separate Membership form is completed for 3 Brad Thompson

If there are more than 2 children in the Family?

each child over and above two and a single membership is charged.
Children over 10 years can still join as a single identity with out an adult, however Librarian
between the age of 10 and 12 a parent/guardian must remain on the premises with Sue Horton
the child at all times.

Museum Curator

Children are classed as adults once reaching 16 years of age. This has been the Sue Ericksson
policy in the club for many years.

A Couple can choose either to apply as singles or a Family Membership, supplying Field Trip Officer
To be appointed
all the relevant information, regardless of gender or marital status or name.
Providore
Trevor Lewis
Jim Horton

Chief Steward
Tina Horton
Stewards:
Trevor Lewis
Andrea Horton
QLACCA
Representative
Tina Horton
Housekeeper
Contracted
Silver Committee
To be formed
Life Members
John Brady
Val Cugola
Sue Eriksson
Bob Kelly
Helen Petterson
Albert Taylor
Joan Taylor
Laurel Viogt
Kevin Voigt
LIBRARY
BORROWING
Members may borrow
up to two books at a
time.
Please return all borrowed books within
2 weeks of borrowing
them.
Please sign out all
books being borrowed from the
library.
There is a register for
this purpose on or in
the desk in the library.
REFERENCE BOOKS
Please DO NOT
remove these from
the Clubhouse.

FACETING
After discussion at the January Meeting several points have been clarified about the Faceting
Courses and rules in the Faceting-room.
Beginners courses are $40 and this entitles you to cut one stone. (This has been adjusted as
the faceting instructors have discovered that a number of members at this stage discover that faceting is not for them. This gives them the opportunity to try faceting at a reasonable cost before committing themselves further) To complete a course with further
tuition cost is an additional $40 and a second stone must be cut.
It is recommended to meet competency that a minimum of 30 to 36 hours is completed
under tuition of a faceting instructor.
Stones will only be kept on the Club Dops sticks for 6 weeks.
Once a member has completed the beginners faceting course THEY MUST SUPPLY THEIR
OWN DOP STICKS to continue to work at the club. (these are available from gem shows
or reputable lapidary suppliers ask the instructors)
The Maximum size of a faceted stone to be cut at the club is 14 millimeters finished. Cutting
well this equates to a preformed piece of faceting around 16 millimeters.
The Instructors are to block out the times they will be carrying out tutorials and the
machines they will be using on the booking sheets.
If the instructors have booked the machines on the booking sheet, the beginners have
priority over competent members on all the machines.
Competent members can book a machine on the booking sheet in any time slot not booked
out by the faceting instructors.
The instructor on duty during a session is responsible for the clubhouse, its members and
the equipment. Therefore it is their decision if they will allow competent faceting
members to use the faceting machine without a dedicated faceting instructor.
If a duty instructor at anytime observes a member misusing the equipment or not cleaning
up after a session. It is within the duty instructor’s role to remove a member from using
the equipment and refuse the member further entry during their sessions.
All club Members are to clean up, remove the rubbish and make sure the benches and floors
are clean and tidy for the next session.

SILVER
The next round of silver courses will be commencing on the Thur 4th and Tues 9th.February
The tuition for the silver course is now $40; this includes 6 weeks of tuition with 2 pieces of
jewellery completed.
The course kit is $40 for this round of tuition however as the silver price fluctuates the cost of
the kit will be adjusted accordingly at the beginning of each round of courses.

QLACCA REPORT
The Show results from all Clubs have gone to Graham McLean for assessing the QLACCA awards
for 2015 and the results will be announced at the North Brisbane Show in March 2016.
Judges have been allotted for the 2016 Shows but have not yet been announced.

FACEBOOK
The club now has its own Facebook page up and running with likers joining everyday. Linda Fountain mglspublicity@gmail.com and
Louise Fieldhouse mglssecretary@gmail.com are the administrators of the page. Have a look and keep up to date
with what is going on at the club, especially if you are away or unable to attend for an extended period.

ADVERTISING
Beginning next year, the Newsletter will offer advertising space. Pricing schedule :
Business Card size

$15.00 per issue

A6 (1/4 page)

$30.00 per issue

A5 (1/2 page)

$60.00 per issue

A4 (full page)

$120.00 per issue.

Advertising will assist in reducing the cost to our Club in providing this newsletter. If you would like to advertise
your business, a “for sale” item, an upcoming event, contact Linda Fountain either at the Club or via email at
mglspublicity@gmail.com

LIBRARY REPORT
Happy New Year and welcome back to the club for 2016.
The annual audit of the Library Books has been completed and it is pleasing to note that some of the missing books from
2015 audit have been returned however the results are just as disappointing.
In 2015 we had 26 books missing, of which 10 were returned anonymously, leaving 16 missing. However this year another
8 different books are missing bringing the total for 2016 to 24.
Obviously MEMBERS DO NOT KNOW how to use the Library.
Please make it YOUR responsibility to know how to use our Library properly or do not take books from the premises.
Any instructor can give you the information or it is in the Newsletter every month (See the side panel on page 3 regarding
this).

SAFETY IN THE CLUB HOUSE
Be aware and take care:
We would like to take this opportunity to remind everyone that: Safety is everyone’s concern.
Read the Club Rules, they are posted in the clubhouse and are on the back of your Membership receipt. Refresh this information at least annually
Familiarise yourself with the safety measures at the club, ie. Where is the first-aid-kit, fire extinguishers, what to do in an
emergency.
If you suffer from a medical condition that may incapacitate you – make sure that your club record has the relevant
information that needs to be taken in the event of an episode or an emergency.
If you see something that is unsafe: REPORT IT.
If you see someone working in an unsafe manner – talk to him/her. If you do not want to do it, find an instructor to do it.
If you do not know or are unsure how to use equipment: find an instructor or another member that can help you.
You are working with power tools and they must be respected at all times and used safely
DO NOT wave gas torches around and make sure it is turned off every time when you finish soldering
Safety goggles and ear muffs are available for use at the club and to be purchased personally.

Position

Person Nominated

Nominated By

Accepted

President

James Horton

Wilma Nezmah

Yes

Sec: Peter Lee
Vice President

David Buhmann

Max Walsh

Yes

Sec Brad Thomson
Chief Instructor

Brad.Thomson

Trevor Lewis

Yes

Sec: John Paulsen
Assistant Chief Instructor

Max Walsh

Louise Fieldhouse

Yes

Sec: Sue Horton
Secretary

Louise Fieldhouse

Trevor Lewis

Yes

Sec: Wilmah Nezmah
Treasurer

Tina Horton

David Buhmann

Yes

Sec: Linda Fountain
Assistant Treasurer

Andrea Horton

Louise Fieldhouse

Yes

Sec: Linda Fountain
Assistant Secretary

Trevor Lewis

Louise Fieldhouse

Yes

Sec: Peter Lee
Maintenance Officer 1

Jim Horton

Linda Fountain

Yes

Sec: Mike Wang
Maintenance Officer 2

David Buhmann

Tina Horton

Yes

Sec: Gregory Huang
Maintenance Officer 3

Brad Thomson

Joe Nezmah

Yes

Sec: Louise Fieldhouse
Publicity Officer

Linda Fountain

Louise Fieldhouse

Yes

Sec: Tina Horton
Librarian

Sue Horton

Louise Fieldhouse

Yes

Sec: Max Walsh
Purchasing Officer (does not
include silver or kitchen)

Treasurer? President

From the Floor

Yes

Provedore

Trevor Lewis/ Jim Horton

From the Floor

Yes

Field Trip Officer
(Person in Charge)

Abeyance

-

-

Museum Curator

Sue Ericksson

Jim Horton

Yes

Sec: Sue Horton
Gem Show Stewards

Tina Horton
Andrea.Horton
Trevor.Lewis
Louise Fieldhouse

From The Floor

Yes

Chief Steward

Tina Horton

Nerrisa Bellert

Yes

Sec: Tony Dickfos
Gem Show Convener

Abeyance

-

-

QLACCA Delegate

Tina Horton

Michael Siwek

Yes

Sec: Neville Watt
Silver Instructor

Committee of Instructors

Housekeeping

A cleaner has been engaged to keep the clubhouse clean. Instructors are asked to look after minor cleaning.

Social Committee

Committee to be organised

FIELD TRIPS
Michael Siwek is going to co-ordinate two fossicking trips.

EWINGAR STATE FORREST
This trip will be on the weekend of the 20th & 21st of February 2016.
For members to be covered by the club insurance the names of members and the vehicle registration they are travelling
in must be left at the club-house.
Non-members are welcome to attend however the club takes no responsibility for non-members on fieldtrips.
There are very steep tracks and a MEDIUM LEVEL of fitness is required as a MINIMUM.
Access to some of the sites is by 4WD only. A mustering point will be arranged and share arrangement will be organized
FOR 4WD’s.
Accommodation: You arrange your own accommodation but let the coordinator know where you are staying.
Suggestions are:

(a)Bush camp minimum water and drop toilet
(b)Traulers Rest basic hotel type accommodation is available contact.

Please check with the Secretary if you wish further information re other accommodation.

INVERELL
This trip will take place during Minarama in 11th to 13th March dates not confirmed at this stage
You will be responsible for your own accommodation letting the coordinator know where you are staying.
A mustering station will be arranged each day.

CARAT and KARAT
Carat abbreviated “ct” and spelt with a C is a measure of weight used for gemstones. One carat is equal to 1/5 of a gram
(200 milligrams). Stones are measured to the nearest hundredth of a carat. A hundredth of a carat is also called a point.
Thus a .10 carat stone can be called a 10 point or1/10 of a carat. Small stones like 0.5 and .10ct are most often referred to
by point designation.

Karat with a “K” is a measure of the purity of a gold alloy. Pure gold is 24 karat and 12 karat is 50%
gold.
24K =100% gold

18K = 75% gold

12K = 50% gold

10K = 42% gold

14K = 59% gold

JEWELERY MAKING TIPS
Make a super Sharp Scribe: A really good, ultra sharp scribe is difficult to locate, but you can make your own with a heavy
-duty sewing needle clamped in a pin vice. This makes the sharpest scribe you will ever use, and its tip is quickly and easily
replaced if damaged. It works especially for marriage-of-metal projects, where an exact outline must be marked and then
sawed out. Be careful, it is very sharp.
Pickle-safe Strainers: Sometimes it can be a problem to remove a small piece from your pickle pot. Check your kitchen
supply store or favorite all-purpose store for small nylon-screened or plastic strainers. Water cool the soldered piece first,
place in the metal-free strainer, and then place the strainer in the pickle pot. It can easily be retrieved and rinsed in the
strainer. Do not use metal strainers in your pickle pot.
Oversize Sawing Solution: Have you ever attempted to cut a piece of silver sheet that is longer than your frame and come
to a screeching halt when you realize it won’t fit? One solution is to use your pliers to twist your saw’s blade 90 degrees so
that the saw frame is perpendicular to the axis of the saw cut. With the saw frame off to the side, you can make cuts of unlimited length as long as the width of the silver sheet isn’t greater than the saw frame.
Metal on file vs File on Metal: Metalsmiths often experience difficulty generating a long edge that is flat, straight and
square when using the traditional jeweler’s file. The method we recommend is the opposite of what is usually taught—
instead we bring the metal to the file and not the file to the metal. We use a 14” fine-cut file, sold as Formica file for
smoothing the edges of countertops. We place the file flat on the bench top, and then, holding the metal in a vertical position, pull it along the cutting surface of the file. This method generates a long, flat, square edge in a fraction of the time of
the traditional method.
Quiet Pounding: Ever noticed how loud the sound is when pounding on your steel bench block while it’s sitting on a
wooden bench top? The bench top reverberates like a drum, amplifying the sound. To correct this, simply, place your steel
bench block on an old computer mouse pad to help absorb some of the shock.
Lubricating Gravers and Other Small Tools: Oil of wintergreen is an excellent lubricant when cutting with a graver. A very
convenient dispenser for the oil can be a small empty mint or lozenge tin. Simply drill a ¼” to 3/8” hole in the center of the
lid. Place a cotton ball in the tin, saturate it with oil of wintergreen, and replace the lid. Dip your graver tip into the cotton
ball through the hole in the tin often while cutting. When not in use cover the hole in the lid with masking tape. CAUTION:
Wash your hands often and don’t rub your eyes.
Recycling Charcoal Soldering Blocks: You probably know that soldering and fusing on a charcoal block generates a reducing atmosphere that diminishes silver oxidation and produces stronger soldered joints. However, charcoal blocks deteriorate rapidly, so that we are often left with unusable small chunks of charcoal—plus they’re expensive to replace. One
solution is rubbing the broken charcoal pieces into the surface of a white firebrick, thus creating the desired reducing atmosphere for soldering.
Cleaning the Surface of Soldering Bricks: You can scrub off some of the dirty, burnt, crusty surface of your soldering brick
on concrete or asphalt (or with a wire brush) to reveal a fresher working area.
Soldering Copper with Minimal Oxidation: We advise using borax flux. You never want to put the tip of your flame directly on the solder, as it will cause the solder to oxidize immediately before the metal has been heated to the proper soldering
temperature. Watch the flux to see when it becomes glassy and continue to heat until you see the solder begin to flow.
Remove the torch as soon as the solder has flowed completely along the joint. Remember, the torch does not melt the
solder; the torch heats the metal, which in turn causes the solder to flow.

From Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist Expert Tom & Kay Benham

DATES TO REMEMBER
6th February

Birthday BBQ at Mt Gravatt Clubhouse

6th February

QLACCA Management Meeting
Gunyah Club Rooms 10.00am

27th February

Gatton Gem Show, Shire Hall,
North Street

If undelivered please return to
Mt Gravatt Lapidary Society Inc
PO Box 150
Mount Gravatt Qld 4122

Mt Gravatt Lapidary Society Details
Address:
Mt Gravatt Park, 1873 Logan Road, Upper Mt Gravatt Qld 4122
Postal Address:
P.O. Box 150, Mt Gravatt Qld 4122
Phone: (07) 3219 3381
Email: mtgravattlapidaryclub@gmail.com
Website: mtgravatt.lapidaryclub.com.au
Club meetings are held on the third Wednesday of the month
at 7.30pm. All Members are welcome and are encouraged to
attend.
7.30 pm. All members are welcome and encouraged to attend.

Club Opening Hours
Mon 7.30—9.30 pm
Tues 7.30—9.30 pm
Wed 9.00—12 noon
Fri
9.00—12 noon
Fri
7.30—9.30pm
Closed public holidays

Silver Classes
Tue 9.00—12 noon
Thur 7.00—9.30
Mineral Society
Last Wednesday of the month at
7.00 pm

Open Saturday

3rd Saturday of the month

Open Sunday

4th Sunday of the month

JOINING FEES
Adult Members - $60 - Comprising $30 joining fee, $30 annual subscription and $10 badge.
Junior Members (between 10 and 16 years) - $25 - Comprising $5 joining fee, $10 annual Subscription and $10 badge.
NEWSLETTER LEVY for posted Newsletters $15.00 per year. Newsletters collected from the Club are free
Newsletters are posted to Life Members free of charge

